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Abstract
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) has gained significant attention in recent years as a technology
enabling organizations to automate repetitive tasks and improve operational efficiency. Task mining, a
technique used to capture users interactions with software systems, plays a crucial role in understanding
user behavior and identifying automation opportunities in RPA implementations. However, task mining
data often contains noise, which is erroneous or irrelevant action data, that can affect the accuracy and
reliability of analysis results and synthesized bots. This extended abstract presents a research proposal
focused on noise filtering techniques specifically tailored for user interaction data recorded for RPA
implementation.
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1. Introduction

Task mining is a growing research area and technology domain. It is a part of process mining
and Business Process Management (BPM). Both academia and industry have shown growing
interest in understanding user actions in business processes [1]. Currently, process mining
and BPM techniques are mainly focused on information systems [2]. Most techniques in the
process mining domain focus on static information provided from system logs [3]. Yet, capturing
ad-hoc user actions and user processes is a BPM problem to be solved in future research [1].
Task mining delivers process insights on a user interaction level through recording of clicks or
keystrokes and adds significant benefits for process enhancement [4]. In addition, the analysis
of task mining logs facilitates the implementation of Robotic Process Automation (RPA) scripts,
so called bots. Where currently a lot of manual initiative is necessary for identifying RPA bot
opportunities and their implementation [5], better bots can be created utilizing task mining
methods [6]. Leno et al. [7] combined the interconnection of task mining and RPA by creating
the Robotic Process Mining (RPM) framework.

While task mining focuses on capturing user actions in user interaction logs, discovering user
processes, checking behavior conformance, and enhancing manual processes [8], RPM uses task
mining techniques to generate bots without the need for manual analysis or implementation
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effort, thereby automating user behavior across different information systems [9]. Although
bots created using the available methods can work, they are still susceptible to erroneous or
irrelevant behavior recorded in the logs [10]. This behavior is defined as noise, e.g. attribute
noise [11], and is not relevant for analysis of manual processes or implementation [10]. When
implementing this behavior into bots automatically, the benefits of RPA, such as efficiency and
quality [12], are marginal due to erroneous RPA bot executions, which lead to failures and
increased maintenance effort [13]. These factors diminish the advantages of RPA compared to
manual work.

The consequences of faulty bot implementation, driven by noisy user interaction logs, high-
light two core areas of focus for this research proposal: the identification of noise-indicating
properties within user actions recorded in interaction logs, and the development of methods
for cleaning such noise from these logs. The primary objective of the research is to create an
artifact capable of identifying such noisy actions so that subsequently automated RPA bots are
not affected by erroneous or irrelevant user behavior. In addition, the purpose of this research
project is to evaluate the transformation of actual user actions into automated RPA routines
during bot implementation and to determine the actions that are important for automation.

2. Research Proposal and Research Questions

As outlined by Mayr et al. [8] there are three particular challenges to overcome in task mining
research at the moment: segmentation of logs, privacy preservation of user related informa-
tion, and noise filtering. This proposal focuses on the noise filtering aspects of the described
challenges.

So far, the preprocessing of user interaction logs is performed within the developed RPM
recorders, e.g. actionLogger [14] or smartRPA [9]. These developed Design Science Research
(DSR) artifacts use hard-coded static rules to remove unwanted or incorrect user behavior. On
the one hand, Leno et al. mention exemplary rules, such as repeated navigation or copy actions
without pasting [14]. On the other hand, Agostinelli et al. identify the quality of the recorded
fine-grained data as a weakness of the RPM artifact [9], so that not all contingencies may be
mapped to static rules. Thus, this proposal entails research targeting the detection and removal
of noise in user interaction logs and is grounded on the following research questions:

• What user actions are relevant for RPA?
• How can irrelevant actions be identified and removed after recording users and before
RPA bot creation?

• Do existing algorithms for noise detection from the process mining domain exceed the
capabilities of hard-coded static rule based filters from existing RPM DSR artifacts?

• Is it possible to create a better filtering method based on the results of the previous
research questions?

3. Research Methodology

Initially, a structured literature review based on guidelines by Kitchenham et al. [15] was
conducted. This literature review was used to identify user action properties described in the



existing literature. Based on the acquired data a taxonomy of user actions in manual processes
was created following the directive of Nickerson et al. [16].

Following the literature review and the identification of action categories, a semi-structured
interview study is used to identify translation patterns. A translation is the mapping of user
actions to bot functionality. The interview study is based on the methods described in Saldana
[17]. The guiding questions for the interview is ”Which user actions, intrinsic to users daily
routines, are being incorporated into the operational framework of an RPA bot?”. By answering
this question and encoding the interviewees’ answers, an overview of actions that are valuable
in RPA bots, as well as actions that are nonfunctional, can be created.

Based on the theoretical findings of the first two research questions, a comparative analysis is
conducted to examine existing process mining noise detection methods and their applicability
for task mining. Initially, students at the researchers institute are instructed to perform a range
of manual processes on their digital devices and record the corresponding actions to create a
reference data set. This data set serves as a baseline for the subsequent comparison of algorithms.
By applying Leno’s et al. [18] and Agostinelli’s et al. [19] hard-coded static noise filtering rules
on the data set, an initial base line to remove noise or irrelevant events from the log can be
established. The disparity between the original logs and the filtered logs will subsequently be
employed to identify appropriate noise detection algorithms. A set of outlier and noise detection
algorithms is reviewed by Koschmieder et al. [11] . The set of publicly available algorithms,
i.e. source code or DSR artifacts, will be used as an initial set of comparable algorithms to the
baseline data. Furthermore, a literature review and forward backward search will be used to
identify further relevant noise filtering algorithms.

The final objective of this study is to develop a DSR artifact aimed at eliminating the reliance
on hard-coded filtering. The findings from the comparative study of available algorithms as well
as the interview study will be used to elaborate noise filtering techniques for user interaction
logs. Based on these results, a DSR noise filtering artifact will be developed. The reference data
set will be labeled in collaboration with the students and will be used as a basis for evaluation
using scores such as precision, recall or the F-score. The artifact aims to establish a robust data
preprocessing foundation for the automated creation of RPA bots by leveraging filtered user
interaction logs.

4. Current Research Status

The initial literature review to identify user actions currently processed in task mining and
RPM has been conducted. The result is a taxonomy containing six categories of value adding
user actions and a category for not relevant actions. These value adding actions categories are
opening, navigating, transforming, transferring, concluding and closing actions. Furthermore,
the category of empty actions, i.e. doing nothing at all, was identified. However, a validation of
these categories through practical use cases or empirical evaluation is still necessary.

Following the literature review, the initial two stages of the qualitative interview study have
been accomplished. The first stage involved the formulation of interview questions and the
identification of the target group of participants, specifically focusing on RPA developers and
researchers in the fields of RPM or task mining. In the second stage, interviews were conducted



with a total of five RPA developers, four task mining researchers and four RPA business experts.
Following the interviews, an initial round of process coding is conducted. This will be followed
by the categorization of the codes and a second cycle coding approach.

5. Conclusion

In the evolving research and industry landscape, the automation of user processes is achieved
using RPA, which has opened up new avenues for improving process efficiency and effectiveness.
RPA implementation, in turn, is further enhanced by leveraging task mining and the RPM
framework. While research on task mining is increasing and industry interest shifts towards
automated automation, the taskmining, RPA and RPMdomain still has challenges. The described
research proposal aims at improving the automatic creation of RPA bots by removing noise from
user interaction logs. Consequently, this work addresses relevant aspects in the convergence of
task mining, RPA and RPM, bridging gaps in the pursuit of efficient and effective automation
solutions.
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